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i20

Moving you.
The new i20
Combining high style with high functionality.
The new i20 helps make the most of your day. It's designed to serve as the perfect partner
by offering just about everything you have ever wanted in a car. And it all starts with
impeccable style. With its clean and modern lines, the new i20 will certainly be turning
heads wherever you go. But it's also very practical. Its spacious hatchback design is very
cargo friendly while the i20's modern engines and transmissions strike the perfect balance
between economy and surprisingly powerful performance. And i20 comes with all the
essential safety features you need to help keep you out of harms way. Whether it's for work
or play, i20 will have you cruising effortlessly throughout the day and helping you get more
done than you ever thought possible.

Cool running.
i20's powerful stance says it all. i20 commands the road with absolute authority. The cascading grille has
carefully evolved to become a design signature of the Hyundai car family. Matching the body color and
surrounded by a chrome trim, the expansive grille maximizes engine cooling.

Front design

Headlamps
Radiator grille

Rear design

Rear combination lamps
Outside mirrors & repeaters

Relaxing design.
Every detail inside the i20 cabin is fresh and bold in its execution. From the layout of the instrument panel to the
choice of textures and colors, everything is designed to soothe and relax the senses while keeping the driver
alert, informed and in perfect control. Materials meet the highest aesthetic and durability standards while touch
points and visual cues promote effortless, intuitive operation. i20’s large and multi-functional space comes with
an abundance of appointments that take the stress out of travel. Exterior noise is kept to an absolute minimum
with extensive sound abatement measures.

Best-in-class
luggage space

Supervision cluster

Audio system (MP3)

Rear seat folding system (6:4 type)

Crystal clear, easy-to-read dials with pleasant backlighting add a touch of elegance. Included is a unique
multi-info digital display which monitors a variety
of vehicle functions and provides alerts to the driver.

The AM/FM radio and acoustically-tuned speakers
keep you entertained and informed. Connect your
mobile phone or other personal audio device to the
USB input jack and enjoy your favorite music.

Rear seats are not only comfortable, but can also
be transformed into additional cargo space for
large or long loads by conveniently being folded
into a 6:4 ratio.

Performance and
economy in perfect balance.
Because power requirements vary from driver to driver, Hyundai offers a choice of engines
and transmissions for the new i20. i20’s Kappa engines adopt tried and true multi-point
injection to ensure optimal fuel economy. The 5-dr hatchback comes with the 1.2L Kappa
mated to the 5-speed manual while the Active edition receives the 1.4L and 6-speed
manual. The four-speed automatic is an available option on both models and trim levels.
For diesel enthusiasts, the 1.4L U2 delivers outstanding economy.

5-speed manual
transmission

6-speed manual
transmission

4-speed automatic
transmission

Kappa 1.2 MPi

Kappa 1.4 MPi

U2 1.4 CRDi

With its aluminum cylinder block that minimizes
weight, the four-cylinder Kappa has an impressive
weight-to-power ratio. With its dual overhead
camshaft, multi-point fuel injection and tuned air
intake system, it is optimized to balance the
demands of fuel efficiency and power.

This slightly larger edition of the Kappa shares many
of the same technologies with its smaller sibling
including a swing arm-type hydraulic valve lash
adjustment mechanism which eliminates the
need to periodically check and adjust valve
clearances. The only major difference in technology
is the use of a variable intake system.

Featuring Common Rail Direct Injection (CRDi)
technology, the engine has a peak torque output
of 22.5kgf.m (220Nm) which is available between
1,500 and 2,750rpm, an impressively wide band for
effortless pulling power. It also features an aluminum
DOHC valve head but the engine block is cast iron for
unsurpassed durability.

Well-protected.
Three-Stage Door Checker

The new i20 gives you that well-protected feeling. Whether you’re a novice driver or a highly experienced one, you’ll appreciate that reassuring
feeling that comes with driving the new i20. The levels of protection offered by the new i20 are truly advanced. Six airbags and cornering brake
control are just two prime examples of the highly advanced safety systems featured on the new i20. Other safety features such as rear parking
assist provide confidence and peace of mind. When it comes to safety, i20 has you completely covered.

For convenience and safety, the front door has a threestage checker design: 30-, 48- and 65-degrees.

6-airbag system

Rear parking assist system

Cornering brake control (CBC)

Static bending lights (SBL)

Passenger airbag on/off switch

Dual front airbags, front seat side-impact airbags and side curtain airbags work
together to provide the ultimate in safety and peace of mind.

To help you park, sensors activate a buzzer if you get too close
to an object or the curb when reversing.

Cornering brake control works unobtrusively with the Anti-Lock
Braking System (ABS) to maintain optimal tire grip and control
especially on low-friction surfaces.

Static bending lights turn on only when you activate the right or the
left turn signal while turning or taking a bend. It helps illuminate
pedestrians and road obstacles.

The front passenger airbag can be manually de-activated to ensure
the safety of small stature passengers who do not meet the minimum
weight standards required for safe deployment of the airbag.

More i20

16˝alloy wheels

i20 Active

14˝wheel covers

Rear camera display (RCD) system

Full auto air conditioning system

Connectivity (AUX, USB)

Power window controls

Rear air ventilation

Front skid plate

Fog lamps

Reflectors

Rear skid plate

Silver painted fuel filler door

Seat belts

Glove box cooling

Rear seat headrest

Smart key

Engine start/stop button

Roof antenna

Silver painted roof rack

Piano black exterior accents

Side molding and cladding

Aluminum alloy wheels

Exterior colors

Specifications
i20

Type

Kappa 1.2 MPi

Engine type
Displacement (cc)

i20 Active

Kappa 1.4 MPi

U2 1.4 CRDi

Kappa 1.4 MPi

U2 1.4 CRDi

4-Cylinder

4-Cylinder

4-Cylinder

4-Cylinder

4-Cylinder

1,197

1,368

1,396

1,368

1,396

Max. Power (ps / rpm)

83 / 6,000

100 / 6,000

90 / 4,000

100 / 6,000

90 / 4,000

Max. Torque (kg·m / rpm)

11.7 / 4,000

13.5 / 4,000

22.4 / 1,500~2,750

13.5 / 4,000

22.4 / 1,500~2,750

Brakes
Front

Disc

Rear

Disc / Drum

Suspension
Front

McPherson strut type

Rear

CTBA

Tire
185/70 R14, 195/55 R16

185/65 R15, 195/55 R16

Dimensions

Polar white PSW

Sleek silver RHM

Star dust V3G

Phantom Black X5B

Marina Blue S8U
(5 door only)

Passion Orange TE3
(5 door only)

Fiery Red R4R

Earth P4N
(Active only)

Interior trims

Head room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,027 / 968

Leg room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,072 / 850

Shoulder room (mm)

Front / Rear

1,365 /1,350

The above values are results from internal testing and are subject to change after validation.
Some of the equipment illustrated or described in this catalog may not be supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost.
● Hyundai Motor Company reserves the right to change specifications and equipment without prior notice.
● The color plates shown may vary slightly from the actual colors due to the limitations of the printing process.
● Please consult your dealer for full information and availability on colors and trims.
●
●

Dimensions

Unit : mm

Overall height
1,485

Mono Black (TRY)

Elegant Beige (YYE)

Black+ Orange (TRG)

Black+ Spartan Red (RUG)

Wheel tread*

1,511

Wheel base

2,570

Overall width

1,734

Overall length

3,985

Overall height
1,505

Wheel tread*

1,513

Wheel tread*

1,507

Wheel base

2,570

Overall width

1,760

Overall length

3,995

Wheel tread*

1,513

*Wheel tread : 14″ (front and rear) - 1,523 / 1,525 l 15″ (front and rear) - 1,519 / 1,525 l 16″ (front and rear) - 1,511 (1,507) / 1,513

